LNF Community Events

Event Template

Information on LFN Technical Events

Open Source Networking User Groups

Interested in helping plan the Virtual Technical Events? Please go here to sign up: https://wiki.lfnetworking.org/x/lQEQAg

2020 Events

- LFN Open Networking and Edge Summit Meetings 2020
  - Open Networking & Edge Summit: NA 2020 — TBA: Fall 2020
  - LFN Technical Meetings following ONES:NA 2020
  - CNTT Technical F2F Work Shop, Los Angeles CA — TBA
  - 2020 ONES:NA Unconference Topic Proposals
  - 2020 LFN ONES:NA Unconference Schedule
- LFN Developer & Testing Forums & Technical Meetings 2020
    - Call for OPNFV Plugfest Topics
    - Call for ONAP DDF Topics - Prague 2020
  - 2020 Prague Developer & Testing Forum Schedule
- 2020 Virtual Technical Events
  - 2020 October Virtual Technical Event
  - 2020 October Virtual Technical Event Topic Proposals
  - 2020 October Virtual Technical Event Recordings
  - 2020 June Virtual LFN Developer & Testing Forum
  - LFN 2020 June Virtual Event Review & Feedback
  - 2020 June Virtual Recordings
  - 2020 June Virtual LFN Developer & Testing Forum Topic Proposals
  - 2020 April Virtual Technical Event
    - Qiqo Chat Account Creation & Demo
    - Overflow discussions for CNTT April 2020 Technical Virtual Schedule
    - ONAP Daily Summaries
    - LFN 2020 April Virtual Event Review & Feedback
    - 2020 April Technical Event Schedule

2019 Events

- Open Networking Summit: NA ’19 — April 3-5 San Jose, CA
  - Unconf Topic Proposals, APR ’19
  - Unconf Schedule, APR ’19
  - Brain-storm of ONAP wiki improvements
- Open Networking Summit: EU ’19 — September 21-23 Antwerp, Belgium
  - Unconf Topic Proposals, Sept ’19
  - Unconf Schedule, Sept ’19
  - ONS:EU ’19 Technical Event Schedule
- LFN Developer & Testing Forms & Technical Meetings ’19
  - OpenDaylight Magnesium DDF — Sept 26-27 Antwerp, Belgium
  - ONAP DDF + OPNFV Plugfest Jan ’19 — January 8-11 Nozay, France
    - Topic Proposals for Jan ’19
    - Event Recordings Jan ’19
  - LFN DDF & Plugfest June ’19 — June 11-14 Kista, Sweden
    - Topic Proposals, June ’19
    - Schedule, June ’19
- CNTT Events
    - CNTT Background Materials
  - CNTT - CNCF TUG F2F workshop in KubeCon NA 2019
    - Notes from CNTT - CNCF TUG F2F workshop in KubeCon NA 2019

2018 Events

- Open Networking Summit Europe 2018 - Unconference Topic Proposals
- OpenDaylight Fluorine Developer Design Forum
  - Event Information
- 2018 March LFN Developer Forum
  - OPNFV Breakout at LFN Developer Forum
  - ONAP Project Specific Breakouts
  - ONAP Project Specific Breakout Scratch Sheet
- LFN Developer Forum Schedule
  - Plenary Session Proposals
  - Developer Forum Speaker's Guide
• LFN Developer Forum Presentations
• FD.io Mini-Summit at LFN Developer Forum